Abstract-In order to improve the ability of gradual learning on the training set gotten in batches of Naive Bayesian classifier, an incremental Naïve Bayesian learning algorithm is improved with the research on the existing incremental Naïve Bayesian learning algorithms. Aiming at the problems with the existing incremental amending sample selection strategy, the paper introduced the concept of sample Classification Contribution Degree in the process of incremental learning, based on the comprehensive consideration about classification discrimination, noisy and redundancy of the new training data. The definition and theoretical analysis of sample Classification Contribution Degree is given in this paper. Then the paper proposed the incremental Naïve Bayesian classification method based on the Classification Contribution Degree. The experimental results show that the algorithm simplified the incremental learning process, improved the classification accuracy of incremental learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining has been becoming more and more popular with all walks of life, from manufacturing to service industry, from medical diagnose to business decision, because its special advantage in discovering the potential decision information and business model [1] . Classification prediction is an important content in the research of data mining, which has been widely used in classification prediction and pattern recognition.
There are many classification methods such as decision tree, Naïve Bayesian classifier, support vector machine, neural network and so on. Naïve Bayesian classification method is widely used for its simple and efficiency. Its classification performance is comparative to neural network, decision tree and better than many other classifier in some cases [2] . The classification rules trained on a large scale of dataset with strong completeness can accurately response model of the practical problem. But in variety of applications such as medical decision making, stock analysis, industrial production, data are produced over time, and the training set are gained patched [3] .
In order to ensure the classifier gotten by the Naïve Bayesian classification method more accuracy, the classifier must be retrained again and again whenever the training set is updated as the time goes by. The problems of wasting time and memory resources arise because of repeat training [4] .
Incremental learning can amend the current classifier with knowledge learning from the new training set [5] . It can make full use of the previous trained classifier, making the previous work meaning. Meanwhile, incremental learning only needs new training set in memory, making the amending process fast and efficient. Compared with training a new system, amending a trained system will save lots of resources like time, space, manpower and material. Moreover, incremental learning can solve some problems of real-time application more accurately on the basis of small-scale study.
Incremental learning for a mining algorithm, especially the classification mining algorithms, is a very important ability. Many studies of incremental learning ability were down with many classification methods like RBF neural network, Support vector and k-Nearest Neighbor [6] [7] [8] [9] . And the applications of incremental classification focus on predicting bugs in software, pattern classification, mining of frequent time sequence, analysis of medical data features, collaborative filtering and so on [10] [11] [12] .
The research of incremental ability with naïve Bayesian classifier was first proposed by Gong Xiujun. He presented the learning formula of incremental Naïve Bayesian and selection strategy of amending samples [13] . Many improving methods on the select range of amending sample and sequence are made based on this paper. There are three kinds of incremental Naïve Bayesian classification algorithms.
The first kind of algorithm uses all the samples in the new training set for amending the current classifier, but prefer for samples whose sum loss of classification is lesser, which was first proposed by Gong. The second kind of algorithm predicts samples in the new training set with the current classifier first, and uses samples that are correctly classified for amending the current classifier [14] . The third kind of algorithm also predicts samples in the new training set with the current classifier first, and uses samples that are wrongly classified to amend the current classifier. In the process of amending, these algorithms still prefer for samples whose sum loss of classification is lesser [15] . Correctly classified samples are samples whose predicted class labels are the same with their own class labels. And wrongly classified samples are samples whose predicted class labels are different from their own class labels.
The problems of three kinds of incremental Naïve Bayesian classification algorithms are as follows:
First, in the incremental learning process, the algorithms do not fully consider the factor of data representation, data redundancy and noise. Weak characterized data and redundant data will blur the category features. And the noisy data will decline the performance of the classifier. Obviously, it is not advisable to use all the new training samples to amend the current classifier [16] . In fact, whether a new instance is suit for amending the current classifier, we should consider the data qualities that affect the predict result, the representativeness, discrimination degree and redundancy of the classified information, comprehensively, instead of whether the sample is rightly or wrongly predicted.
Second, when the order of samples is different, the learning sequence obtained by the sum loss of classification is different with the same training set [17] . There are two extreme cases for example. When samples in new training set are descending according to the classification sum loss, all samples will be used to amend the current classifier. When samples in new training set are ascending according to the classification sum loss, only the first sample will be used to amend the current classifier.
In order to overcome the above problems, the concept of Classification Contribution Degree is presented with comprehensive consideration of classification discrimination, redundancy and noisy of the data, and then the Incremental Naïve Bayesian Learning Algorithm based on Classification Contribution Degree (INB-CCD) is proposed. The algorithm analyzes the effect on classification performance from the level of data quality, and avoids the dependence on sample order of learning result.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the Naïve Bayesian classification method and further gives the learning formula of incremental Naïve Bayesian classification. In Section 3 the paper first gives the definition and theoretical analysis of Classification Contribution Degree, and then proposes the sample selection strategy of Naïve Bayesian incremental learning and at last gives the medical data mining algorithm based on Classification Contribution Degree. The effectiveness of the algorithm is studied in Section 4 through comparing its performance on five different medical datasets with the other three incremental learning algorithms. Finally, the paper concludes in Section 5.
II. LEARNING FORMULA OF INCREMENTAL NAÏVE BAYESIAN
A. Naïve Bayesian Classification Mtheod Naïve Bayesian classification method is mainly based on the Naïve Bayesian principle. So before the introduction of incremental Naïve Bayesian formula, we first present the Naïve Bayesian theory here. It gives the calculation of post probability according to the prior probability. Prior probability is the probability distribution of each class counted by the given data information. It contains two statistics: class prior probability and conditional probability. Post probability is the probability of each unclassified sample belonging to some certain class. Suppose
is a data sample with n features, then post probability of sample X belonging to class C is
. The Naïve Bayesian formula of calculating the post probability is as follows:
Where, P(C) is the class prior probability of a sample belonging to class C. P(X|C) is conditional probability of features same with sample X among samples whose class label is C.
The main idea of Naïve Bayesian classification method is as follows:
Suppose
represents the m different classes.
For each test sample X, the classification method computes the posterior probability ) | ( X C P j through class prior probability ) (
and class conditional
. The value range of j is from 1 to m.
And sample X belongs to the class whose posterior probability is the biggest of the all [18] . That is to say, Naïve Bayesian classification method classified the sample X as class i C , when the sample X satisfied the following expression:
We can learn from (1) that (2) equals to the following expression:
Where, (2) is equal to the following expression:
Where,
Therefore, the essence of training Naive Bayesian classifier is to calculate two parameters using statistical knowledge according to the training samples: prior probability and conditional probability.
B. Incremental Naïve Bayesian Formula
The process of classification forecasting with Naïve Bayesian classifier is as follows: Firstly, calculating the posterior of test sample belonging to each class with the two parameters obtained from the new training information using Naïve Bayesian theory, and then dividing the test sample to the class with the largest posterior.
Therefore, the task of incremental learning of Naive Bayesian classifier is equal to how to determine the new prior probability and class conditional probability according to the prior information and new training information. The incremental amending process is shown in Fig. 1 .
It can be learnt from the Fig. 1 that, correction process of the incremental learning of Naïve Bayesian classifier is actually a recursive Bayesian estimation of parameters. Its advantage is that it can preserve the information in initial training data in the form of parameters. During the process of incremental learning, the system does not need to visit the raw data, but only needs to access the two saved statistic parameters. According to the information in new training set, the system amends and resaves the two statistic parameters. So, the incremental learning formula of Naïve Bayesian classifier is deduced by the statistical knowledge.
Suppose D is the current training set, T is the new testing set, Then the incremental amending of Naïve Bayesian classifier is completed after the modification of the two statistical parameters according to the (5) and (6) . In order to illustrate the incremental learning process of Naive Bayesian classifier with two statistic parameters clearly, Fig. 2 shows incremental learning model of Naive Bayesian classifier with the three probability values of Naive Bayesian theory.
III. INCREMENTAL NAÏVE BAYESIAN CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

A. The Definition and Theory Analysis of Classification Contribution Degree
This paper defined the classification earnings obtained by the amending sample, namely the degree of reduction between classification results and sample observations, as classification contribution degree, which is denoted as con . Suppose ) , ... , , ( 
Obviously, the sample with the largest classification earnings is most favorable for classification accuracy improvements.
The theoretical proof of classification contribution degree is as follows:
Expression①: 
Visibly, the sample classification contribution degree can response the improved degree of classification by using the sample to amend the current classifier, namely the classification earnings gotten by the amending sample.
B. The Selection Strategy and Model of Incremental Learning
Because the amending sample sequence gotten by classification sum loss has a strong dependence on sample order in new training set, so the incremental learning result with the same training set may be different. This section comprehensively analyzes the factors affecting the prediction result in order to get a better selection strategy of amending samples. These factors are qualities of data, classification discrimination, representativeness, noisy and redundancy of training information, mentioned in section I.
There are two results using current classifier to test the new testing sample set: rightly classified and wrongly classified. The rightly classified samples demonstrate the current training set contains the classification information carried by the rightly classified samples in the new testing set. However, there are two reasons for wrongly classified samples. One result is that the data completeness of current training set is bad. The current training set doesn't contain the classification information carried by the wrongly classified samples. The other result is that the wrongly classified sample is noisy data.
In order to avoid the decline of classification accuracy and feature weakening brought by data noisy and redundancy, enriching the current training set with the strong classification representative samples, and avoiding the dependence on sample order of learning result, the paper amends the current classifier with two samples whose classification contribution degree is the largest among all rightly classified samples and wrongly classified samples separately.
As is known from (7), the sample with the largest classification contribution degree is satisfied with the following condition. Where,
Obviously, sample with the largest classification contribution degree can improve the classification performance of the classifier best among all the samples. That is to say, sample with the largest classification contribution degree has strong representativeness, carries more classification information among all the samples in new training set. And it must not be noisy and redundancy data. Therefore, enriching the current training set with this sample can enrich the classification information of the training set effectively.
The main idea of Incremental learning based on classification contribution degree is that: testing the new training set with the current classifier first, putting instances whose class label are same with their tested label to the rightly classified sample set, and putting instances whose class label are different from their tested label to the wrongly classified sample set; then amending the current classifier with the samples whose classification contribution degree is the largest among all the rightly tested samples and wrongly tested samples separately.
Incremental learning model based on classification contribution degree is showed in Fig. 3 .
C. Incremental Naïve Bayesian Classification Algorithm
The incremental Naive Bayesian classification algorithm based on the classification contribution degree first predicts samples in the new training set with the current classifier, and adds the rightly classified samples to set 'Tright', wrongly classified samples to set 'Terror'. Then the algorithm calculates classification contribution degree of each sample, and puts the samples with the largest classification contribution degree among sets 'Tright' and 'Terror' respectively to set 'Update'. Finally the algorithm modifies the current classifier with samples in set 'Update' according to the incremental Naive Bayesian formula. The process of algorithm is as follows: The work flow of the incremental Naive Bayesian classification algorithm based on the classification contribution degree is shown in Fig. 4 . 
IV. EXPERIMENT
In order to verify the performance of the algorithm, the experiment is completed on five medical datasets. The five medical datasets are respectively Wisconsin Breast Cancer, Pima Diabetes, Bupa Liver Disorders, Hepatitis and Statlog heart disease. These datasets can be downloaded from website http://www.datatang.com/. And the detail information of the five medical datasets is shown in table 1.
In the process of experiment, each medical dataset is divided into five parts in order to complete incremental learning. Four parts are used for initial training set, the other part is used for new training set. The usage of the five medical datasets is shown in table2. In order to ensure the objectivity of the experimental data, the experiment repeats the above process five times by using the idea of cross validation. And the experiment uses each part of five parts as the new training set in turn for each time, and the rest as initial training set. The final classification accuracy of each algorithm is taken as the average value of its five times experiments.
To demonstrate the performance of the modified sample's selection strategy of this algorithm, the experiment firstly trains the current classifier with the same Naive Bayesian classification method in the initial training sets of each medical dataset. The experiment uses Particle Swarm Optimization for feature selection in initial Naïve Bayesian classifier training process. Then the experiment uses algorithms presented in article [19] [20] [21] and INB-CCD proposed in this paper to complete incremental learning on those new training sets. At last the algorithm performance is illustrated by using the classification accuracy.
The main idea of incremental learning in article [19] is that: All new samples are used to amend the current classifier. But in the process of selecting the sample, priority selection is the sample with less sum loss of classification, until all the new samples are added to the current training set. For the convenience of description, incremental Naïve Bayesian classification algorithm of article [19] is marked to INB -L in this paper.
The main idea of incremental learning in article [20] is that: Firstly, predicting the samples in the new training set is completed. Secondly, amending the current classifier is completed by using the rightly classified samples. In the process of selecting the sample, priority selection is also the sample with less sum loss of classification, until all the new samples are added to the current training set. For the convenience of description, incremental Naïve Bayesian classification algorithm of article [20] is marked to INB -R in this paper.
The main idea of incremental learning in article [21] is that: Firstly, predicting the samples in the new training set is completed. Secondly, amending the current classifier is completed by using the wrongly classified samples. For the convenience of description, incremental Naïve Bayesian classification algorithm of article [21] is marked to INB-EL in this paper.
The final classification accuracy of each algorithm is shown in table3.
The final classification accuracy line chart of each incremental algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 (in %).
For convenient, WBC is short for medical dataset Wisconsin Breast Cancer, PD is short for medical dataset Pima Diabetes, BLD is short for medical dataset Bupa Liver Disorders, H is short for medical dataset Hepatitis, and SH is short for medical dataset Statlog-heart in Fig. 5 .
The analysis of Fig. 5 shows that:
(1) The classification accuracy of algorithm INB-EL is better than INB-L beside dataset Hepatitis. That is to say, amending the current classifier with rightly classified samples in the new training set is better than using all the samples in the new training set in most cases.
(2) The classification accuracy of algorithm INB-R is better than INB-L beside dataset Bupa Liver Disorders. It demonstrates that amending the current classifier with wrongly classified samples in the new training set is better than using all the samples in the new training set for most time.
From conclusion (1) and (2), we can learn that not all the samples are suit for incremental amending the current classifier, because data with less classification information will reduce the discrimination degree of classification, data's noisy and redundancy will decline the performance of the classifier.
(3) The classification accuracy of algorithm INB-R is better than INB-EL on dataset Hepatitis, but worse on dataset Pima Diabetes and Statlog-heart. It is clearly that algorithm INB-R and INB-EL are not always perform better for different dataset. That is to say, whether a sample is suit for amending the current classifier or not, we should consider the quality, information representative of each sample data, meanwhile the samples is rightly or wrongly predicted by the current classifier.
(4) The classification accuracy of algorithm INB-CCD is better than the other three algorithms on the five datasets. It demonstrates that the algorithm presented in this paper has stronger applicability for all the datasets, and improves the performance of the initial classifier effectively. The learning sample selection strategy based on classification contribution degree can avoid the data redundancy and noisy, meanwhile it can eliminate the dependence on the order of the new samples for the amending samples which are the same even if the order of the samples in new training set are different.
There is a simple analysis on the time complexity of the incremental Naïve Bayesian algorithm proposed in this paper and a comparison with the other three algorithms. The main operation of each incremental algorithm is comparison and amendment.
In the selection process of learning samples, the four algorithms all need N times compare, so the compare time complexity of each algorithm is O (N). And in the final amending process, the amending times of the three incremental learning algorithms based on sum loss of classification is between 1 and N, so their amend time complexity is O (N). However, because there are only two samples used for finial amending, so the amend time complexity of incremental learning algorithm proposed in this paper is O (2). Visibly, the incremental Naive Bayesian learning algorithm based on the classification contribution degree proposed in this paper not only improves the classification accuracy effectively, but also simplifies the amending process of incremental learning.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper discussed the importance of incremental learning ability of classification algorithms with the realtime, dynamic datasets, and launched the research of incremental learning ability with Naive Bayesian classification method. The paper first introduced Naïve Bayesian theory, Naïve Bayesian classification method and then presented the incremental learning formula of Naïve Bayesian classification method based on the analysis of the essence of incremental learning.
Through the analysis of the common problems on the existed amending sample selection process and the factors of classification performance from the level of data quality, INB-CCD algorithm is proposed. The paper gives the definition and theoretical analysis of classification contribution degree, which is earning of the classification gotten by an amending sample.
The amending sample selected by INB-CCD algorithm can avoid the negative influence of redundancy and noisy data and reduce the weakening of classification information brought by the samples whose data representation is not obvious. Only two samples are used to amend the initial classifier, which avoided the dependence on sample order, simplified the learning process and improved the speed of incremental learning.
The comparative analysis on the experimental result demonstrates that the new algorithm proposed in this paper has better data completeness and higher classification performance. The next research work will focus on these two problems. One is whether the algorithm can complete the current training set in greatest extent or not, the other is how to gain the classified information more effectively.
